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Enrollment creates problems for WKU budget
BY TREY CRUMBIE
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
The 3.2 percent drop in enrollment
could have deep and more long-term
implications for WKU programs.
The total enrollment for this fall semester is down 668 students. This
translates to a $1.6 million gap in the
university’s budget.
President Gary Ransdell said the loss
of revenue that occurred as a result of
the enrollment drop would be made

up using one-time funds from departments across the university.
Many departments have unspent
money that carried over from the last
fiscal year. Now, money that would
have stayed in department budgets
may be needed to fill the tuition shortfall, Ransdell said.
Last spring, WKU was forced to make
cuts to recoup $2.1 million after the
Kentucky Council on Postsecondary
Education set the maximum tuition
increase for all public state universities

at 3 percent, rather than the 5 percent
WKU planned for.
Several university programs were cut
or had their budgets reduced, including Student Publications, the Campus
Activities Board and the Athletics Department.
Ann Mead, vice president for Finance
and Administration, said no decision
about budget changes will be made
until next semester.
“We budget tuition on an annual basis,” Mead said. “A semester is not what

we’re focused on it. So we will have to
see how spring enrollment comes in
and the associated revenue and then
we’ll make decisions after that.”
Keyana Boka, Student Government
Association President, said she didn’t
know if SGA will get their funding cut
to recoup the loss. SGA did not receive
an annual budget increase this year as
a result of the budget cuts in the spring.
“I think it would put SGA at a disadvantage given our programs and services that we do,” Boka said.

A different spirit

Steve Whitledge prepares spirits for a tasting that follows a tour at Corsair Artisan Distillery. Whitledge, who has worked at Corsair
for two years, graduated from WKU with a degree in chemistry. See page 6 for more photos. SHELBY MACK/HERALD

Downtown craft distillery offers tours, award-winning spirits
BY CASEY DOWNEY
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM
When Tennessee laws kept at-home
beer brewers Darek Bell and Andrew
Webber from opening a whiskey distillery, they didn’t give up. They brought
their dream of opening a craft distillery
to downtown Bowling Green.
What started as an interest in homebrewing quickly evolved to bold experimentations with whiskey that is now
making waves internationally.
In the five years since it has been open,
Corsair has claimed more than fifty

awards for the integrity of their spirits.
They were recently awarded the titles of
Craft Distiller of 2013 and Whiskey Brand
Innovator for the years 2013 and 2014 by
Whisky Magazine.
Steve Whitledge, a WKU alumnus, is
tour ambassador and an assistant distiller. He is one of five full-time employees
at Corsair and is well-versed in the scientific and creative processes that fuel their
success. Formerly a high school teacher
of chemistry and biology, he said he is
more satisfied at this job than in a chemistry lab.

Whitledge explained that the distiller
has three main goals. The first is to use
ancestral grains such as rye, corn and
barley. They also create hop whiskeys,
as they’ve discovered a way to infuse the
“earthy, piney, citrus notes” into whiskey.
Thirdly, they enjoy seeing what effects
smoke has on the spirits. They have a
smoker where they use various types of
wood as fuel to smoke the barley.
In their top-selling item, the scotch-inspired Triple Smoke Whiskey, they infuse
SEE DISTILLERY PAGE 3

Students line up for new game console
BY CAMERON KOCH
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Students and parents lined up outside Best Buy on Thursday night to get
their hands on the newest incarnation
of Sony video game hardware: the PlayStation 4.
The console, which touts more vivid
graphics, a new controller and improved online features, has been reported to have had a successful launch.
Sony said it sold more than 1 million
units of the $400 video game console in
the first 24 hours of availability in North
America.
Despite successful sales, the system’s release has been mired by technical shortcomings. Some of the PS4’s
first buyers are reporting their consoles
won’t even turn on. So far, the number

Gallatin, Tenn.,
junior Zach Puckett
walks out of Best
Buy with a new
PlayStation 4 after
waiting in line for six
hours at two minutes after midnight
Friday morning.
MIKE CLARK/HERALD
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TUE 52°/30°
WED 59°/39°
THU 61°/50°

of defective consoles remains unknown.
The risk of buying a $400 paperweight didn’t stop several WKU students
from braving the 30-degree weather for

hours to be among the first to get their
hands on the PlayStation 3’s successor, a
system that has been seven years in the
SEE PS4 PAGE 3

FRI 59°/39°
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New courts make tennis team ‘more competitive’
BY JACKSON FRENCH
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
The tennis program is receiving a long-awaited boost with
the construction of six new tennis courts on South Campus.
Associate athletic director
Craig Biggs said the new courts
are necessary in order to make
the tennis team more competitive.
“Currently on campus, we
only have three functional
courts, and in order to have
a functional practice facility
and game facility, we need a
minimum of six,” he said, adding that the requirement of six
courts comes from an NCAA
standard.

PS4
CONTINUED FROM FRONT

making.
Gallatin, Tenn., junior Zach
Puckett preordered the PS4
from Best Buy back in July
— just days after Sony announced the system at the
Electronic
Entertainment
Expo, an annual trade show
for the video game industry.
He said waiting outside the
store from 4 p.m. to midnight
was worth it.
Lane Francis, of Bowling
Green, the first person in a line

Biggs said the courts are being built across the street from
the office of Parking and Transportation, adjacent to the intramural fields.
“It really was the best location space-wise that we could
find,” he said. “We did a feasibility study several years ago
to look at some potential locations and that was the best,
easiest option for us.”
He said the new courts will
be used for both practice and
competition and for use in intramural sports.
“They’ll be programmed
obviously by athletics for the
tennis team, but they’ll also be
programmed in conjunction
with intramural recreational

of about 40 people, said waiting outside is part of the fun.
“You got all the fans out here
together with a common interest,” Francis said.
When the clock struck midnight, there were no cheers
of joy or triumph. There were
only frozen gamers anxious to
get inside, warm up and collect their loot. When midnight
hit, those waiting in line who
hadn’t already paid for their
console through a preorder
were allowed into the warmth
of the store three at a time.
There, they were greeted by
tables laden with new PlaySta-

sports,” he said.
Biggs said he also expects the
courts to be used by others.
“Outside of those times that
we use for students and or the
tennis team, we’ll most likely
have them available for the
public,” he said.
Bryan Russell, director of
Planning, Design, and Construction, said the construction of the courts started on
Oct. 1 and will be completed
by spring.
He said the tennis team
needs the new courts because
the team doesn’t currently
have the necessary amount
of facilities and has to go offcampus to practice.
Russell said the construction

tion games, controllers and
miscellaneous items.
Nashville freshman Chris
Hissam, who arrived at Best
Buy around 5 p.m., said he’d
never waited in line for a midnight launch before.
With his birthday right around
the corner, Hissam said his
mom agreed to pay for the $400
game console as a birthday gift,
under the condition that Hissam wait in line in the freezing
weather to bring it home.
Microsoft’s new video game
console, the Xbox One, is to
be released this Friday, a week
after the PlayStation. His-

DISTILLERY

sam said he wasn't interested
in Microsoft's $500 console,
made popular by such games
as the mega sci-fi shooter
franchise, “Halo.”
“I don't want to spend another $100 on the Xbox,” Hissam said. “I’d rather spend
$400 and get another controller and a game.”
The question was whether
or not he would skip class the
next morning to play.
“I have class at 9,” he said.
“But she [his professor] doesn't
count attendance, so probably.
I guarantee when I bring it back
all my friends will be over.”

Steve Whitledge fastens
bottles up to a
machine that
fills them with
an assortment
of spirits at the
Corsair Artisan
Distillery on
Nov. 9. All of
the alcohol
produced by
the distillery
must be
bottled by
the machine,
which boasts
four spigots.

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

whiskey with three parts barley that have been separately
smoked with peat, beechwood and cherrywood.
“It’s one of my favorites this
time of year,” Whitledge said.
“It has a campfire taste.”
Pumpkin Moonshine is a
seasonal specialty at Corsair.
Pumpkin puree is added directly to the pot of the still
while all-spice cinnamon
clove is added to the vapor
basket, where it is later infused into the mix.
They use Pumpkin Moonshine to make another seasonal favorite, Old Punk
Pumpkin and Spice Flavored
Whiskey, simply by aging the
moonshine in rye barrels.
The barrels they use are
smaller than ones at larger distillers. Places like Maker’s Mark
will typically carry 53 gallon
barrels while Corsair holds between 15 and 30 gallons. This
cuts time from the aging process of spirits from five years to
less than 12 months.
Whitledge explained that if
they had gone with the larger
barrels, then they would not
have had their first batch until
this year, so choosing a smaller barrel for a better liquidto-barrel ratio was a start-up
business decision.
Corsair is not limited to experimenting with whiskey and
moonshine. They also make
gin, rum, vodka and absinthe.
In processing spirits beyond

of the courts will cost approximately $220,000 and is being
paid for entirely by private
funds.
He said the courts are intended mainly for use during
the day and no lights are being
constructed for it.
Though the courts are not
currently intended for nighttime competition, Russell said
lights may be added later if the
needed funds can be gathered.
He said if lights are added, they
will be recreational lights rather
than tournament lighting.
In anticipation of the possible future upgrade, Russell
said a conduit has been placed
underneath the courts.
He said any lights added in

the future will be connected
to this conduit, adding that it
is cheaper to build the underground electrical network now
than to put it in when the lighting becomes available, which
would require digging up the
court.
Biggs said whether or not
lights are added as a second
stage of the project depends
on whether or not the funds
for it can be acquired.
“It’s actually most likely a
multiple-stage project,” he
said. “Right now the only thing
we’re building is the six courts
with obviously nets and poles
and a fence around it and then
in future phases, we hope to
add lights at some point.”

Crime reports

Arrests
• Police arrested Fairview,
Tenn., freshman Devon McCormick for first-offense alcohol intoxication at 1320
Center Street on Nov. 17.
• Police arrested Franklin,
Tenn.,
freshman Shakia
Walker, Rodes-Harlin Hall,
for aggravated, first-offense
driving under the influence at
Adams Street Lot on Nov. 17.

Reports
• Louisville freshman Alexus
Richardson was cited for possession of drug paraphernalia
in her room, 1010 PearceFord Tower, on Nov. 14.
• Nashville freshman James
Gant, McCormack Hall, was
cited for possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia on the fifth level of Parking
Structure 2 on Nov. 13.
• Louisville sophomore Andrew Wagner reported his cell
phone stolen while he was
in the shower on the second
floor of Barnes-Campbell
Hall on Nov. 13.

SHELBY
MACK/
HERALD
Check out an interactive map on

whiskey and bourbon, they
infuse flavors and aromas
from many natural botanicals.
Some of these ingredients include: tarragon, fennel seed,
licorice root, chamomile, vanilla bean, orange peel, lemon
peel and hibiscus flower.
Just as awards keep piling up
for the distillery, the amount
of orders seems to be doing
the same.
According to Whitledge, they
processed 6,000 cases of spirits last year, each case holding
six bottles. Sales for this year
are projected to be around
10,000 cases. They are currently working in their busiest
time of year, with a demand of
3,000 cases to put out between
November and the beginning
of January.
But the downtown distill-

ery does not have to bear the
weight of these orders on their
own, as changes in Tennessee
legislation a few years back finally allowed Corsair to set up
in Tennessee as the founders,
who are natives of Nashville,
initially wanted. The Tennessee facility was established
three years ago.
Whitledge said the responsibilities between the distilleries
are even across the board, except for the company’s only
bottling machine being in
Kentucky.
Between the five employees,
everyone takes responsibility
for the distillation, proofing
and bottling processes.
Erik Rothfuss has worked at
the distillery for three years.
He is the distillery ambassador and manages their Face-

book and Twitter accounts.
“I graduated with a degree in
sociology,” Rothfuss said. “Obviously, I’m better off here. It’s
the best job in the world.”
Whitledge has an idea as to
why people are so fascinated
with the craft-distillery movement these days, fueling part
of Corsair’s success.
“I think consumers are more
educated about what they’re
buying than they’ve ever been,”
he said. “I think that they care
more about what they’re eating, drinking, where they’re
putting their money, what their
dollars are contributing to.
“Whether it’s beer, spirits, local farms or local restaurants,
[people are] putting money
back into their community as
opposed to some multi-international organization.”

WKUHERALD.COM

Correction
Due to a Herald error, it
was incorrectly stated that
Arabic classes might not be
offered next semester in a
front page story on Nov. 14 on
Italian language courses. Arabic classes will be offered next
semester. Italian language
courses may not be available
regularly after next semester.
The College Heights Herald
corrects all confirmed errors
that are brought to reporters’
or editors’ attention. Please
call 745-6011 or 745-5044 to
report a correction, or e-mail
us at editor@wkuherald.com

OPINION
Just a phase?
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 2013

WKUHERALD.COM

@WKUHERALD

STAFF EDITORIAL

TWEETS
FROM
THE HILL

@Sdot_Meezy
It will be nice to be in Conference USA next year for better
comp in all sports. #WKU
— Sent 6:04 PM/17 Nov 13
@Rickey_Minaj
Apparently there’s a tornado
going on at #WKU and I'm just
in Nashville like damn Thor
was a good movie
— Sent 4:45 PM/17 Nov 13

WKU ignoring recent enrollment trends
THE ISSUE: This semester, WKU experienced a 3.2 percent drop in enrollment from fall 2012, amounting to 668
fewer students and a $1.6 million budget shortfall.
OUR STANCE: In an editorial published earlier this semester entitled
“Full steam ahead: WKU may be outgrowing itself,” the Herald stated that
WKU would find it difficult to continue pursuing its policies of expansion.
Well, that difficulty now seems like an
impossibility, as this $1.6 million hole
is just the beginning of what is likely to
be another shortfall in the spring.
WKU overplayed its hand.
We’ll spare you the “I-told-you-so’s”
about how the Herald saw the possibility for such an oversight and instead
focus on the road ahead.
Roughly $1.6 million just disappeared from the WKU budget.
This shortfall comes as the university plans to begin construction on its
future Honors College and International Center and announces plans to
pull the plug on Thompson Complex
North Wing, removing all classes and
offices from the building next semester as a part of a desired capital project to restructure the complex, which
entails razing the current planetarium
and erecting a new building in its
stead.
These kinds of projects are certainly
not free, and it doesn’t even take a college-educated student to do the math
— WKU has outgrown itself.

Originally, WKU thought it would
make up for a predicted 300-student
drop in enrollment this semester by
enrolling more out-of-state and international students who pay higher
tuition.
However, the decrease in enrollment was more dramatic than expected, leaving WKU to rethink its strategy
and to write a few thank you notes to
the ever-growing number of Chinese
and Saudi Arabian students in the
U.S., up 21 percent and 30 percent
respectively nationwide for the 20122013 academic year, according to the
Institute of International Education
and the State Department’s Bureau of
Educational and Cultural Affairs.
Combine this with the fact that
Kentucky’s funding of postsecondary
education is less and less each year,
and it’s easy to see just how unstable
the financial situation is. What happens if those international students go
elsewhere? What happens if those out
of state students don’t feel like paying
much higher tuition without any real
incentives? WKU is on thin ice.
And things are only going to get
worse.
Every spring, enrollment drops
significantly from the fall as students
drop out of school.
If WKU can’t retain more students
than usual this spring, expect to see a
budget cut similar to that of last spring,
when the university axed more than
$2 million worth out of its budget.
Maybe the boost in the average
freshman ACT score as part of the uni-

versity’s higher admission standards
will mean a better retention rate from
the fall to the spring, a transition that
usually equates to loss.
The Herald is skeptical of this scenario as a possible outcome, though,
as this heightened average ACT is,
frankly, less than a point and only applies to freshman students instead
of the entire student body that could
leave WKU this winter.
So who is going to pay for this? Well,
very likely the students, faculty and
staff who call WKU home.
Last semester’s budget cut came
as a result of the Kentucky Council on
Postsecondary Education capping the
maximum tuition rate hike for public
universities at 3 percent — 2 percentage points lower than WKU planned
on raising it.
Unless the CPE takes similar action next semester, the costs of having
fewer students and the need to pay for
new buildings could mean WKU seeks
a tuition hike much higher than 3 percent.
Layoffs to faculty and staff are a possibility. Everybody will pay the price.
Yes, life at WKU has changed dramatically for the better and its brand is
growing outside Kentucky.
But that doesn’t mean it was ready
to see a decrease in enrollment this
size as it continues, some might say
blindly, marching toward establishing
an ever larger national profile.
This editorial represents the majority of the Herald's 9-member editorial board.

@alizpyle
I have never been so angry
at WKU in my whole college
career! It's impossible for an
ELED major to get classes she
needs #hatred #angry #WKU
— Sent 4:04 PM/17 Nov 13
@matt_vogel
I’m glad @BobbyRainey finally
got a chance to show what he
can do. #WKU #HilltopperNation
— Sent 3:37 PM/17 Nov 13
@RyleJake
The #Ravens and the #Browns
are kicking themselves. Every
other #NFL team had 3 chances to pick up @BobbyRainey.
Making #WKU proud!
— Sent 3:28 PM/17 Nov 13
@Topsfan414
Bobby. Freaking. Rainey. #NFLTops #WKU
— Sent 2:04 PM/17 Nov 13
@aandersunny
Ready for this semester and
next semester to be over!
#wku
— Sent 1:45 PM/17 Nov 13
@rach_chu
“Playing with puppies and
kittens has been proven to
relieve stress and help students perform better on tests.”
#greatidea #WKU
— Sent 11:50 AM/17 Nov 13
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VOICE YOUR OPINION
Opinion 270.745.4874
opinion@wkuherald.com

The Herald encourages readers to
write letters and commentaries
on topics of public interest. Here
are a few guidelines:
1. Letters shouldn't exceed 250
words. Commentaries should be
about 500 words and include a
picture.
2. Originality counts. Please don't
submit plagiarized work.
3. For verification, letters and
commentaries MUST include
your name, phone number, home
town and classification or title.

4. Letters may not run in every
edition due to space.
5. The Herald reserves the right to
edit all letters for style, grammar,
length and clarity. The Herald
does NOT print libelous submissions.
6. Submissions must be received
by 7 p.m. on Sunday and Wednesday.
DISCLAIMER: The opinions expressed in this newspaper DO
NOT reflect those of Western
Kentucky University's employees or of its administration.
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THE FUN PAGE

Get social with the

ACROSS

1 Terrible grade
4 Don of radio
8 Got smart with

College Heights Herald

Call (270
(270)745-2653 to sponsor a puzzlee today!

14 Not feel well
15 “Brave New World” drug
16 Developed a liking for
17 “American Idiot” punk

@WKUHerald
@WKUHeraldSports

band
19 James of “Gunsmoke”
20 Most insignificant
21 Hopefully helpful track
info
23 Once, formerly

@WKUHerald

24 Performer who is heard
but not seen
28 Thames school
30 QB’s successes
31 “__ were you ...”

CLASSIFIEDS

32 Meat-and-potatoes bowlful
36 Mil. school
37 1996 Hillary Clinton best-

Classified Sales Manager: Ashley Edwards

seller, and what might be said

advertising@wkuherald.com

about the start of 17-, 24-, 48or 59-Across
41 “High Hopes” lyricist

FOR RENT
1503 Nutwood Street
Newly remodeled 2 BR 1 Bath home.
Detached garage. Large backyard.
$750/month. Call (270) 393-1050.

Grande Haven Villas Newly constructed one and two bedroom
luxury apts. Great location off Campbell Lane
on Industrial Dr.
Spacious floorplans. Close to WKU
Shuttle.
Ask about our move-in Specials!
Crye-Leike Property Management:
(270) 781-7888

Place a classiﬁed
ad in the Herald

Sammy

66 Source of some psychiatry

13 Hair styles

44 Final syllable

42 One printing defamatory

grants: Abbr.

18 Grammy winner Gloria

45 Scratcher on a post

text, in England

67 Whitney or Washington:

22 Halloween mo.

46 Corp. money manager

43 Prefix with gram

Abbr.

24 Cast a ballot

49 Father of la casa

44 Bars to scan, briefly

DOWN

25 Dollar bills

50 Hamburger topper

47 Boy of la casa

1 Apollo 11 moon lander

26 Old enough

52 Wedding memento

48 Table scraps, to the dog

2 Pink-slip issuer

27 Bill attachment

53 Hybrid tennis garment

51 Zero-calorie protest

3 Bugs with bounce

29 Sound of disdain

54 Wasp venom, for one

55 War hero played by George

4 Fails to be

32 __ tendonitis: arm muscle

56 “The other one, too”

C. Scott

5 Stylish, ‘60s-style

ailment

57 Throw in

56 Sitcom sergeant

6 Hollywood’s Thurman

33 Daylong military march

58 Cubs’ home: Abbr.

57 Like citrus juices

7 Greet someone casually

34 Addis Ababa native

60 MADD concern

59 Boob tube

8 Uttered

35 Mart opening

61 Doctrinal word ending

62 TV’s “__ & Greg”

9 Major heart vessels

36 The whole thing

63 Remove from power

10 Former Seattle NBAer

38 Ristorante carafe contents

64 Sch. in the smallest state

11 Doubtful

39 Footnoter’s “ditto,” briefly

65 Patronize, as a restaurant

12 UFO pilots, in theory

40 Deighton of spy-fi

HILLTOP HOROSCOPES

LINE CLASSIFIEDS
start at $6 per issue

DISPLAY CLASSIFIEDS
start at $7.25 per issue

SCORPIO (Oct.
23-Nov. 21) --Work
together to get farther.
Your partner has what
you need. Things may
not always go according
to plan. From the ashes
rises the Phoenix. Get
creative with an original
plan, and articulate
your message.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov.
22-Dec. 21) -- Gently
rearrange the facts and
make them work. Put
in a correction and
minimize financial risk.
Focus on what you have
in common rather than
your differences and
avoid the obvious argument. Use your words to
build partnership.

CAPRICORN (Dec.
22-Jan. 19) -- Take
action to provide great
service, rather than
just talking about it.
Some ideas may not
work. Keep your stinger
sheathed. Avoid reckless
spending. Little by little,
pay back what you owe.
Try a partner's suggestion.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20Feb. 18) -- A new idea
has bugs, but it works!
Don't throw money at
the problem. Use imagination. Make a fool of
yourself if necessary.
It could get fun. Look
on the bright side, and
share that with cohorts.

PISCES (Feb.
19-March 20) -- It's good
to let another drive now.
A fantasy seems more
real than facts. Go with
the flow and stay flexible
but without excluding
doing what you promised. Draw on your
reserves. Get creative at
home.

ARIES (March
21-April 19) --Stand on
your toes for a while. A
surprise is in the works.
It requires patience and
flexibility, but you can
handle it. Your communications go farther than
expected; make them
count.

TAURUS (April
20-May 20) -- Tempers
are running short, but
there's no need to dwell
in any arguments. Focus
on chores that increase
your income, and postpone the unnecessary
ones. There are more
goodies coming in, if
you keep your eyes open.
Collect them.

GEMINI (May 21June 20) --You're a powerhouse right now, and
that can be intimidating
to others. There may be
a disagreement about
priorities. Compromise
without compromising your integrity or
commitment. Keep the
trains on time, and then
take time to relax and
appreciate.

CANCER (June 21July 22) -- Avoid grumpy
people. Spend time with
family or by yourself
doing the things you
love. Blow off steam on
the basketball court or
by climbing a mountain
(metaphorical or literal). Take care of your
spirit.

LEO (July 23-Aug.
22) --Finances are in a
state of flux for the better. There's more money
available than it seems.
Group participation
contributes. Share the
wealth, give and receive.
A pizza party could be
in order.

VIRGO (Aug. 23Sept. 22) -- A disruption
breaks your routine.
Find the motivation to
get the job done. The
deadline's right around
the corner. Count on
your friends for help,
and return the favor.
Talk is cheap. Have a
backup plan.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct.
22) -- More challenges
head your way. Your
actions and intentions
could seem thwarted
by circumstances. Keep
your humor. Study the
terrain. The surprises
you encounter could be
refreshingly fun. Keep
costs down. Physical
games are good.

Email advertising@wkuherald.com
for more information.

Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading
or false claims but cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution
when answering ads, especially when asked to send money or provide
credit card information. The College Heights Herald is not responsible
for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

PREVIOUS CROSSWORD SOLUTION

SUDOKU PROBLEMS

PHOTO

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 2013

WKUHERALD.COM

@WKUHERALD

Rob Bokkon sucks excess alcohol out of bottles at Corsair Artisan Distillery on Nov. 9. By law, the bottles are required to contain exactly 750 milliliters.

THE SPIRITS MAKE

THE MASTER
PHOTOS BY SHELBY MACK

Above: Freshly corked bottles wait to be boxed and shipped at Corsair Artisan
Distillery on Nov. 9.
Left: Steve Whitledge shows a handful of dried wormwood to a tour group at Corsair Artisan Distillery in downtown Bowling Green on Nov. 9. Wormwood is used
in absinthe, one of the spirits Corsair specializes in.
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THE REEL

‘12 Years a Slave’ a startling portrait of 19th century America

BY BEN CONNIFF
OPINION@WKUHERALD.COM
Rating 9.5/10
What would you do if everything you
ever knew was taken away in a single
moment, like a rug suddenly yanked
from beneath your feet?
Such is the tale of Solomon Northup, a free man from Saratoga, New

York who finds himself wrongfully kidnapped and sold into slavery.
As he awaits justice to be wrought
in his favor, Solomon spends 12 years
trying to retain his dignity in the face
of both wicked cruelty and unexpected
kindness.
Powerful and emotionally gripping,
“12 Years a Slave” is one of the year’s
best films.
Solomon's incredible true story
gets due presentation from Steve McQueen’s careful, reverent direction.
He cradles each frame like a long lost
child.
The way he lingers on certain shots
lends the film a palpable, affecting
gravity.
The production design makes the
film feel as if it were actually made on
location in the mid-19th century.
Together with John Ridley’s colloquial script, “12 Years a Slave” boasts a
tremendous sense of historical accu-

racy, even though the brutal acts committed against the slaves are difficult to
watch.
Chiwetel Ejiofor gives the performance of his career as Northup and
leads a stellar ensemble cast including
Paul Giamatti, Benedict Cumberbatch,
Brad Pitt, Michael Fassbender and Sarah Paulson.
Look for him at the front of the
Best Actor pack this coming Oscar
season.
As Master Epps, the film’s most notable antagonist, Fassbender slithers
around his plantation, putting a vise
grip on every scene he's in.
Epps is easy to loathe as a character, but Fassbender is perfect for the
role.
My favorite scene features “Argo”’s
Scoot McNairy and “SNL”’s Taran
Killam doing their best Barnum and
Bailey impersonations as the entertainers Brown and Hamilton respec-

tively.
The pair provides much-needed
comic relief for the horrors about to
come to Solomon.
“12 Years a Slave” is not the feel-good
movie of the year.
This film is emotionally taxing, with
unsettling words and actions that nearly moved me to tears on several occasions. But it is as worthy a testament
to the human spirit as audiences have
seen all year.
Ejiofor’s career-defining performance, McQueen’s careful direction,
Ridley’s excellent script and periodappropriate production design make
“12 Years a Slave” an unforgettable cinematic experience.
Don’t miss this sure-fire Oscar contender that should pick up nods in the
acting, directing, screenwriting, production design and best picture categories.
Now playing at Greenwood Mall 10

THE REMOTE

‘Homeland’ twists itself into trouble again
BY RYAN PAIT
OPINION@WKUHERALD.COM

Spoiler alert: The
following column
will talk extensively about the third
season of "Homeland." You have
been warned.
Oh,
“Homeland.”
I say one nice
thing about you,
and then you go
PAIT
completely
crazy
Columnist
again.
I don’t know if there’s a more contentious relationship in my life than the
one between “Homeland” and me.
The most frustrating aspect of the
whole situation is that I loved the first
season of the show. It was sharp, insightful and had something to say
about post-9/11 America.
The first half of season two showed
promise. “Beirut is Back” and “Q&A” are

fantastic episodes of television. They
almost make up for the ridiculousness
that the back half of the second season
turned out to be.
Almost.
Season three seems to be going the
same way. I praised the first two episodes: they showed that “Homeland”
can work without Brody (Damian Lewis), or maybe even that it works better
without him.
Then Brody came back for episode
three, titled “Tower of David.” What
we got was a long, torturous episode
that showed exactly what Brody’s
been up to. I think I checked the time
about 40 times in the episode’s 53
minutes.
But he was only back (so far) for that
one episode. So I gave “Homeland” yet
another chance.
And that’s where I went wrong.
Episode four was when I realized
that things might be getting truly unfixable.
There’s a huge focus on Brody’s
daughter Dana (Morgan Saylor), who

steals her mother’s car and runs off with
her homicidal boyfriend, Leo (Sam Underwood).
Dana’s storylines never work for me
on “Homeland,” but this one might be
the height of ridiculousness.
There’s a good way and a bad way
to portray the pangs of adolescence on
TV. Dana stealing a car (and then for
some reason swapping it for another)
and running off with her boyfriend
does not have the same poignancy as
Sally Draper getting her first period on
“Mad Men.”
There’s no meaning or purpose behind what Dana’s doing—it’s just happening for the sake of drama, and I
don’t like it.
It’d be fine with me if “Homeland” had always been like this, but
it hasn’t.
This same episode also ends with
an ultimate—and most frustrating—
shock. It’s revealed that everything that
Carrie (Claire Danes) has done so far
in the season has been a charade engineered by her and Saul (Mandy Pat-

inkin).
To quickly recap, Carrie got sent to
the psych ward and put through the
ringer in the press for her involvement
with Brody.
Is it a good twist? Sure. But it’s delivered in the worst way, and it doesn’t
hold water.
We’ve seen Carrie crying in the privacy of her own home over Saul publicly shaming her. Why would she though,
if she knows it’s all fakery?
Jerky storytelling like this is like
thinking that your cat has learned
to use the litter box, but then realizing that it’s been peeing all over the
house.
In another twist, Carrie took a pregnancy test in a recent episode, and it’s
positive.
The episode’s title? “Still Positive.”
Of course.
And just like that, “Homeland” has
twisted itself into trouble once again.
Here’s a twist you might actually see
coming: “Homeland” and I might be
done for good after this season.

Women come together to help campus groups
BY TREY CRUMBIE
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Never underestimate the power
of a dollar.

The WKU Sisterhood a group of
women who pull their financial resources together and award money to other
groups, definitely doesn’t.
The group was formed four years ago

by Kristen Miller, now co-chair of the
group. She said Amanda Lich, senior director of development, came to her with
the idea after seeing the concept implemented somewhere else. Miller said she
liked the idea because of the impact
combined donations could make.
“I wish I was one of those people that
could drop a couple billon bucks on
WKU,” Miller said. “But I’m just not at
that point in my life.”
While anyone is able to join the WKU
Sisterhood, the group is primarily made
up of women with strong connections
to WKU such as Julie Ransdell, wife of
President Gary Ransdell. All members
donate $1,000 as their ‘price of admission.' Miller said because everyone
contributes the same amount, all voices
carry the same weight.
“When you join the Sisterhood, you
have a say in the process,” Miller said. “You
get an equal voice with all the other members.”
In order to be eligible for money,
a group must submit an application.
The applications are sent out around
the end of summer break and are due
in early September. After all the applications are received, a subcommittee
of the WKU Sisterhood discusses the
pros and cons of each submission and
presents the top five or six during the
annual meeting in October. The group
members then vote on how the funds
are distributed.
Miller said members who want to
fund a group or a project that wasn’t
funded by the main group are free to

do it themselves. Unlike the main group,
members do not have to contribute an
equal amount when doing this.
“If they see something they want to
get funded, even if the majority voice of
the group went in different directions,
they just work it out amongst themselves,” Miller said. “They just figure out
a way to get the job done.”
Miller said the WKU Sisterhood
tends to fund groups that serve students, but has donated to several other
projects.
“We’ve gotten infrastructure requests,
we’ve gotten scholarship requests,” Miller said. “It’s a really wide variety.”
The WKU Sisterhood has given grants
to various groups such as, Women in
Transition, the Get Set Go program, Project CLASS and Textbooks for Troops. Get
Set Go and Textbooks for Troops each
received $20,000 from the organization
on Oct. 15.
“Women in philanthropy has become
an opportunity for people that I don’t
think that has been explored as much before,” said Amy Miller, who serves as the
administrator of the program. “It’s very
powerful when you see a group of women from all walks of life…come together
say, ‘Okay, we want this to happen.’”
Kristen Miller said she loves being in
the group because it’s engaging.
“Too many times I think people want
to give something back to the school, but
they don’t really want to get their hands
dirty,” she said. “That’s what this group is
all about. We want to get our hands dirty.
We want to know what’s going on.”
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Imagewest starts work on project with U.S. State Department
BY ANNA LAWSON
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM
WKU’s advertising and public relations agency, Imagewest, finds itself
with an important client.
The student-run team was sought
out by the U.S. Department of State to
promote its Peer-to-Peer Marketing
Program, a project that seeks to inform
undergraduate and high school students about career opportunities with
the U.S. Department of State.
Imagewest started in 2004 in WKU’s
School of Journalism & Broadcasting.
Since then, it has worked with over
200 clients from all around the world.
The agency’s interim director Summer Bolton said Imagewest doesn’t
rely on WKU for anything except space.
They pay their own bills and finance
their own equipment.
“This is probably the most sophisti-

cated program of its kind on a college
campus,” Bolton said.
Bowling Green senior Nicole Coomer, the senior account executive, said
Imagewest has given her a real world
experience that she wouldn’t get anywhere else.
“Imagewest is truly special because
it is unique. There are no other groups
in the country that can say they have
this,” she said. “It has allowed me to
take my knowledge from the classroom and put it into real life situations. It has as real of a work environment that you can get on a college
campus.”
In the past, the Peer-to-Peer Marketing
Program has only included one school.
However, this year it will be working with
three student-run organizations.
Coomer said the Department of State
gave Imagewest two possible projects.
The first entailed video production, and

REGIONALS
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

the event.
Jenkins said the good showing from some of WKU’s younger
runners was a positive sign for the
teams move into next season.
“Obviously, our mission is to go
out and win Sun Belt Conference
Championships, and [we] came
up short on that,” he said. “I think
we had a solid team, but the name
of the game is being able to stay
healthy and stay humble.”
With the 2013 cross country
season in the books, the Topper
teams can now start preparing for
the start of indoor track season.
WKU will participate in one meet
in December before the bulk of
the season starts in January.
Jenkins said his runners will take
a little time off to get healthy before hitting the track once again.
“Right now we want those guys
to actually recover a bit — we
won’t really start racing until
about the middle of January,” he
said. “It’s a totally different cycle
and we’ve got to get prepared.”
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Use Your BIG RED DOLLARS
to Enjoy STUDENT SPECIALS
for DINE-IN or DELIVERY!
ASK OUR TEAM FOR DETAILS

It has allowed me to take my knowledge from the
classroom and put it into real life situations. It has
as real of a work environment that you can get on a
college campus.”
the second would task Imagewest with
developing an advertising campaign.
“We chose the advertising campaign
because it was inclusive to everyone
and would be a team effort,” Bolton
said. “We learned how to work together and get out of our comfort zones by
handling different jobs.”
The Imagewest team hopes to continue to develop its brand, promoting
itself in the years to come.
“I hope that the students will continue to succeed,” Coomer said. “It will

be beneficial to the alums, but also students coming through the program. It
is definitely a stepping stone.”
Bowling Green senior Penny Sprigg,
a graphic design intern for Imagewest,
said she is eager to see the team's hard
work come to fruition.
"I am most excited about presenting
the Department of State our ideas and
hearing their feedback," she said. "All
of the interns have put in overtime for
this campaign and I think that we are all
excited to see the results."
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Nicole Coomer, Bowling Green senior

Crestwood senior
Aly Badinger's
father, Barry
Badinger, shaves
her head while
her mother,
Toni Badinger,
watches. Aly had
her head shaved
for St. Baldrick's
Foundation to raise
money for cancer
research. She has
currently raised
$837. SAVANNAH
PENNINGTON/
HERALD
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Post play highlights win over Murray State
BY KYLE WILLIAMS
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

WKU (2-1) used balanced scoring and strong post play to capture
its 14th consecutive victory over
Murray State 86-63 in Diddle Arena
on Saturday.
Junior guard Alexis Govan picked
up the 900th point of her career
when she scored the second bucket of the game. Her 14-point performance marked the 39th straight
game in which she has scored in
double figures.
Junior forward Chastity Gooch
was WKU’s top force. The post
player scored 24 points and picked
up 12 rebounds to help her team
get the win.
Gooch said the Lady Toppers
have been working on defense and
rebounding and used what they

Next game

Saturday, Sept. 21
at Southeast Missouri State
7 p.m.
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
learned against Murray State.
“We’ve been practicing on our
defense a lot, and I felt like we did
a pretty good job this afternoon,”
Gooch said after the game.
Gooch and Govan have been two
of the most important pieces of the
offense so far this season. Along
with senior guard Bianca McGee,
they each average 15 points per
game. Gooch also averages a teamleading 10.7 rebounds through the
first three games of the season.
Sophomore guard Micah Jones
recorded 16 points and hit four

BASKETBALL
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

schedule intensifies.
“I was happy for him,” Harper said.
Senior guard Brandon Harris was
unavailable in WKU’s first home game
due to an ankle injury he suffered in
the Toppers’ exhibition game against
Campbellsville University.
With Harris out of commission, freshman guard Payton Hulsey filled the position.

VOLLEYBALL
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

Another school record is destined to
fall in the Sun Belt Conference Tournament later this week. Senior defensive
specialist Ashley Potts is five digs away
from tying the all-time digs record at
WKU. She also set a career high on
Friday against South Alabama with 33
digs.
The team is currently on an 11-match
winning streak and has swept 10 of
those games. The Lady Toppers have
also won 17 of its last 18 matches with a

of her six three-point attempts.
Sophomore forward Jalynn McClain posted her second career
double-double with 12 points and
10 rebounds.
The Lady Toppers travel to
Southeast Missouri State University on Tuesday for a battle with
the Redhawks. WKU beat SEMO by
16 in the teams’ single face-off last
season.
Coach Michelle Clark-Heard said
the Lady Toppers will need to focus in order to pick up a win on the
road against a well-coached team.
“They’re very well coached,”
Heard said. “They do a lot of different change-ups on defense. They
have some kids that can shoot it,
too…so, we’re going to have to
go in on the road and focus and
buckle down and try to take care of
some business.”

Junior forward Chastity Gooch drives to the basket
for a layup as Murray State forward Jashae Lee attempts to block the shot. WKU defeated MSU 86-63
on Saturday at Diddle Arena. MIKE CLARK/HERALD

Replacement Hulsey drove to the lane
and found open shooters, but the Toppers failed to connect on their jumpers,
and they finished the first half of play
shooting 25 percent from the field.
Late in the first half, Harper opted to
play three freshmen at the same time
for five minutes. Those freshmen —
guard Brandon Price, guard Payton
Hulsey and 7-foot forward Ben Lawson — maintained the Toppers’ lead as
WKU went into the half leading 25-20.
WKU started off hot in the second
half, extending its lead to as much as 17

with less than 12 minutes remaining.
But the Tigers clawed back and cut
WKU’s lead to five with just over a minute remaining.
On the Toppers’ next possession, junior guard T.J. Price drove hard to his
left and lobbed the ball to Fant on the
baseline. Fant quickly fired a skip pass
to the right wing, which connected
with junior guard Kevin Kaspar.
The guard rose and sunk a three-ball
to extend WKU’s lead back to eight,
and from there the Toppers coasted to
the win.

Harper credited WKU’s defense for
the night’s success.
“Defensively, at times we were really good,” Harper said. “Sometimes
you have to win when you don’t play
well and that’s what we did tonight. We
didn’t shoot the ball well.”
But the Toppers held ETSU to 25 percent shooting from the field for the
game.
“We turned the ball over but we found
a way to win because we played pretty
good defense,” he said.

lone 3-2 loss to Louisiana-Lafayette on
Oct. 13.
“I think we are meshing together and
it’s coming at a good time,” senior middle hitter Lindsay Spears said. “I think
we’re all getting along really well and it
seems like there’s a lot of chemistry out
there.”
Hudson said the team is coming together and that Sunday’s sweep over
Troy showed what this year’s team is all
about.
“We played everyone on our roster
and got to rest Heather (Boyan, junior
middle hitter), and you still see us put
an awfully good team out there,” he

said. “We’re pretty good 1-to-12.”
Despite struggling this weekend —
dropping two sets to South Alabama
and hitting only .100 with eight errors
in the first set against Troy — Hudson
said his team will be fine and he was
not concerned.
“Talent is not a question for our
team,” Hudson said. “If we bring it from
an energy, competitiveness, activity
level standpoint, then we are going to
play well that night.”
Five seniors were honored before
Sunday’s match against Troy: Potts,
Spears, Stutsman and outside hitters
Janee’ Diggins and Paige Wessel. In

their four years here, these seniors have
an overall record of 118-22 and a 61-4
record in the Sun Belt.
They have also won three regular season Sun Belt titles, two Tournament
titles, and have appeared in the NCAA
tournament three times.
“(Senior Day) was awesome,” Spears
said. “They’re my best friends, so it was
really good being with them and it was
awesome ending it with us five on the
court at the same time.”
The Sun Belt Conference Tournament will begin Thursday in Troy, Ala.
WKU will face Troy at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in the first round.
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Rainey Sunday

Former WKU running back Bobby Rainey shined on Sunday when he got his
chance on the field for the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. Rainey, who still holds the
WKU record for career rushing yards, scored three touchdowns and rushed for
163 yards as he helped lead the Bucs to a 41-28 win over the Atlanta Falcons.
Tampa Bay turned to Rainey, who was cut by the Cleveland Browns and Baltimore Ravens before being picked up by the Bucs about a month ago, after
losing its starting and second-string running backs for the season with separate
injuries. Rainey and the Tampa Bay will be back in action Sunday against the
Detroit Lions.
PHOTO COURTESY OF DANIEL WALLACE OF THE TAMPA BAY TIMES

MEN'S BASKETBALL

REBOUND GAME

CROSS COUNTRY

Cross country
season ends at
Fant bounces back against East Tennessee State
NCAA Regionals
BY TYLER LASHBROOK
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

Saturday night’s 57-50 win over
East Tennessee State was just the
first win in what the WKU team
hopes to be many this season.
For junior forward George Fant,
it was much more.
The victory was a confidence
booster, a bounce-back game
to get the 6-foot-6-inch Bowling
Green native ready for the regular season.
“I just needed a bump,” Fant
said. “I wasn’t playing completely bad. I was just thinking too
much. I had to stop worrying
about what everyone else thinks
and just play my own game.”
And play he did.
Fant scored 17 points and collected eight rebounds while
shooting 5-of-8 from the field
and knocking down seven of his
12 free-throw attempts.
“I thought George (Fant)
looked like his old self,” coach
Ray Harper said after the game.
“After Monday night’s game (at
Wichita State), I know he was
frustrated. You know, he’s worked
extremely hard all week on a lot
of different areas, and I think it
showed tonight.”
Fant shot just 1-of-7 from the
field against the Shockers and
scored only two points in WKU’s
loss.
Saturday night was a nice
bounce back for Fant, who needed a boost before the Toppers’
SEE BASKETBALL PAGE 9

BY LUCAS AULBACH
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

Junior forward George Fant blocks East Tennessee senior Kinard Gadsden-Gilliard's shot.
WKU defeated the Buccaneers 57-52 Saturday at Diddle Arena. JEFF BROWN/HERALD

Over the weekend, the WKU cross
country teams put a cap on the
2013 season with a performance at
the NCAA Regionals that impressed
coach Erik Jenkins.
The men’s team finished 23rd
at the meet, while the Lady Topper squad placed 25th. Saturday’s
meet was WKU’s last cross country
event of the season. Though neither
squad clinched a league title, Jenkins said he was still pleased with
the teams’ performances.
“Considering the group we took
and some of the situational injuries,
I think we did a good job,” Jenkins
said. “I thought two runners (junior
David Mokone and sophomore Katie
Lever) ran very well — both of them
had personal bests in the longest races they’ve ran all year. We had good
marks across the board, so I think the
future looks good for us if we can stay
healthy and stay humble.”
While neither team was able to
finish near the top of the standings,
some individual performances
shone among the competition.
Mokone finished No. 36 at the regional meet in the individual 10K
run with a time of 30:09.7. Freshman Peter Agaba finished No. 68 in
the run at 30:51.6.
Lever was the standout for the
Lady Toppers, finishing No. 37 in
the individual 6K run. Three WKU
runners finished in the top 150 in
SEE REGIONALS PAGE 8

VOLLEYBALL

Volleyball team finishes regular season with two home wins
BY AUSTIN LANTER
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
The Lady Toppers closed one of the
most successful seasons in school history this weekend with a pair of wins
and a ceremony to honor an important senior class.
With victories over South Alabama
on Friday and Troy on Sunday, WKU
(27-5, 17-1 Sun Belt Conference)
earned the most wins in conference
play in WKU history in a year.
WKU defeated Georgia State last
Wednesday to capture its 12th straight
25-win season, giving the team 19 such
seasons in program history. Coach Travis Hudson has overseen 14 of those
seasons.
The win also awarded the Lady Top-

pers their third straight Sun Belt Conference regular season title. The team
will be the No. 1 overall seed in the conference tournament this year and will
look to become the first team in Sun
Belt history to win three straight regular season and tournament crowns.
An individual WKU record fell this
weekend as well. Friday night in a 3-2
win over South Alabama, senior setter
Melanie Stutsman became the all-time
assist leader in school history.
“We had a little celebration on the
court,” Stutsman said. “It feels really
good. I never would’ve expected this
coming here because Travis always
trains setters really well. They’re always
really, really good here. It’s a huge honor and I’m really happy for it.”
SEE VOLLEYBALL PAGE 9

Senior setter
Melanie Stutsman sets the
ball during the
Lady Topper's
3-2 victory over
South Alabama
on Nov. 15 at
Diddle Arena.
Stutsman broke
the WKU record
for career assists during the
first set of the
game. MIKE
CLARK/HERALD

